ARRIVING IN NEW ZEALAND
WELCOME TO NEW ZEALAND!

Airport Procedures
When you arrive at Auckland Airport,
first you need to go to Passport Control.
Here you will need to show your:
 Passport
 Visa
 Completed passenger arrival card.
You will be given a Passenger Arrival Card on the plane so you can fill it out
then. Make sure you read and answer all the questions carefully.
Click here to view the arrival card translated into different languages

Once processed, you can go to Baggage Reclaim to collect your luggage.
After picking up your suitcases, you’ll go through to Customs where you will
need to declare any Restricted/Prohibited Items:
 NZ$10,000 or more in cash and/or foreign currency equivalent
 more than 3 litres of spirits
 more than 200 cigarettes
 any type of food
 plants, wood
 animal products
Biosecurity NZ aims to prevent the entry of pests and diseases which could
endanger New Zealand’s important agriculture and horticulture industries.
Failing to declare any necessary items could result in fines and delays.
This video explains what you can or cannot bring into New Zealand.

Shuttle to Whangarei
When you come through to the International Arrival Hall, turn left and look for
the ‘Pre-booked Transport & Tour Groups’ sign near McDonalds.
The shuttle driver will be waiting here with your name on a NorthTec sign.
If you arrive early or can’t find your shuttle driver, ask staff at the Help Desk
to help you so make sure you have these emergency contacts with you:
Stan Kerr
Stansvan
Barbara Kerr
Stansvan
Emese Tornai (Ms) NorthTec

Shuttle driver
Shuttle driver
Accommodation
Coordinator

027 2688 144
027 629 2931
027 558 4562
027 2882 043

You will not need any NZ cash for the shuttle fare as NorthTec would have
already invoiced you for it on your Offer of Place or will do so when you arrive.
The shuttle is a ‘door-to-door’ service so you will be taken directly to your
Whangarei accommodation.

Transfer to Domestic Flights
When booking a domestic flight, please allow around 3 hours for entry
procedures into New Zealand, as well as any unexpected flight delays. Your
checked-in luggage must be under 20kg and your carry on under 7kg.
After collecting your luggage and clearing Customs, to check in to your
domestic flight, either go to the domestic transfer desk on the ground floor of
the International Terminal or transfer directly to the Domestic Terminal by
using the free inter-terminal shuttle or by following the sing-posted walkway.
These airport maps will show you where to go.

HAVE A SAFE TRIP AND SEE YOU AT NORTHTEC!

